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Notation Key

General Performance Instructions

mouthfeel  functions simultaneously as a composition, an instrument, and an interactive system.
It is an intermedia composition entirely dependent on the performer’s musical and physical actions.
mouthfeel presents a human-technology relationship that is contrary to how we tend to interact with 
contemporary technology (social media, mobile technology, service technology, information 
technology, etc. mouthfeel requires us to slow down our interaction and use and engage in direct
and intentional ways. mouthfeel is also concerned with communication. It asks the performer to
develop a new form of communication, one that is a hybrid human-machine configuration. The 
technology is not mastered by the human, it resists, sometimes cooperatives, but maintains its own
identity throughout. mouthfeel is the reconfiguration of human and technology, achieved in sound, 
light, and physical space.

Because of all of the above, mouthfeel requires an improvisatory and exploratory performance 
practice. The score and audio track help for specific cues, but the musical and physical phrases and 
gestures that emerge in the piece are guided by the performers exploration and interaction with the
system. Performances will, and should, vary from time/place to time/place. The physical 
arrangement of mouthfeel is imperative to the piece. Set up the lights paying close attention to how 
shadows will be cast and how the space will be illuminated.



Distortion Delay Freeze

output from circuit

output from pedals to MP3/aux input on megaphone

performer
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bulb 2

bulb 3

light boxlaptop w/
max/msp

USBaudio

effects pedals

WARNING: Always plug the light box into a power strip with a surge protector. DO 
NOT plug it directly into the wall. DO NOT open the box when the power is on/box 
is plugged in. ALWAYS unplug the box before plugging/unplugging the lights, 
opening the box, or adjusting any of the wiring.

Note: each light bulb should be just far enough away from the performer so that 
they can almost touch it with the megaphone when fully extended/leaning towards 
that bulb. Bulb 2 is placed over the performer’s head.
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0:00 0:10 0:20

Perf.

Lights {
move slowly

0:30 0:40 0:50

{
0:45

1:00 1:10 1:20

{
1:15

Allow the light patterns to speak through the sound. Move your body to interfere 
with and accentuate these patterns. Act as part of the sound-light-space circuit.

0:30

1:00

1:30

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

voice: bursts of loud mouth sound: 
spit, choke, breathe, chirp, suck

use more plunger to shape sound and to 
interfere with light sensors

percussive and articulated

synth: add synthesizer interjections
and room feedback

synth: increase moments of sustain

3 lights phasing

Blend synth and voice

1



1:30 1:40 1:50

{
2:202:00 2:10

{
2:30 2:40 2:50

{

synth: DELAY ON

plunger closed slowly open plunger

slow long arm and 
megaphone movements

synth: ADD SYNTH

2:00

2:30

3:00

alternating 2 and 1

2:22

2:44
synth: DELAY OFF

synth: OFF

Blackout

experiment with plunger and 
mouth shape for room 

feedback. Move megaphone 
up, down, and side to side.

alternating 2 and 1

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

synth: no synth, just delay pedal

voice: EXHALE

synth: DELAY ON
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3:00 3:10

{
3:30 3:40 3:50

{
4:00

4:00 4:10

{

lean and extend your body through the space

synth: DELAY ON

Blackout

3:30

4:30

3:19 3:22

Blackout

synth: DELAY OFF

All Flickering (mostly on)

4:204:18

synth: ALL OFF

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

synth: FREEZE ON

synth: DELAY ON

(freeze and delay)

synth: add synth, 
bend sound with light

synth: ON play with/
against rhythm of delay

1 On
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4:30 4:40 4:50

{
5:00 5:10 5:20

{
synth & voice: 

ALL OFF

Blackout

5:00

5:30

Perf.

Lights

Perf.

Lights

(synth and delay)

5:15

All On

5:30 5:40 5:50

{
6:00

Perf.

Lights

Stay still in position: megaphone pointed 
up to either side, other arm extended 

holding plunger open.

Continue to play with the rhythm of the 
delay. Slowly turn to face the only 

illuminated light bulb.

Blackout

mouthfeel - 4

The lights will turn back on so you 
can bow, move off stage, unplug, 

etc.
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